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A theoretical study is made of the conditions for bifurcation and optical multistability at degenerate FWM in a resonant me- 
dium taking into account nonlinear absorption and energy pumping between all interacting waves. 

I. Introduction 

In recent years much consideration is being given 
to resonatorless optical bistability (OB). It was pre- 
dicted for structures with distributed feedback [ 1 ] 
and at four-wave mixing (FWM) in a cubic nonlin- 
earity medium [2] (see also refs. [3,4]).  Works 
[5,6] are devoted to theoretical and experimental 
studies of  OB and hysteresis at six-wave mixing in a 
CdS crystal on fifth-order nonlinearity. OB at FWM 
was considered in photorefractive crystals [ 7 ] as well 
as in a two-level resonant medium as a purely phase 
modulation approximation [8]. In refs. [9,10], 
FWM was analyzed for reference and signal fields 
polarized both orthogonally and in parallel and the 
possibility of  obtaining multistability was 
demonstrated. 

The present paper deals with a theoretical study of 
the conditions for bifurcations and realization of op- 
tical multistability (OM) at degenerate FWM in a 
resonant medium taking into account the nonlinear 
absorption and energy pumping between all the in- 
teracting waves. 

2. The theoretical model 

Considering the two-level model of  a resonant me- 
dium, the light-induced change in the refractive in- 

dex Ah(to, 8 )=h(o9 ,  8 ) - h o ( t o )  can be expressed 
as [11]  

Ah( to, 8 )  = -d tXoI /  ( 1 + a I ) ,  ( 1 ) 

where 1io (to) = no (to) + ixo (o9) is the complex re- 
fractive index of the unexcited medium, I =  cno 1812/ 
4rt is the field intensity, 8 =  Y98j of  the interacting 
waves (the pump 8_+ = ½E_+ exp[i(k_+r~-tot) ] +c.c., 
and the signal and conjugate waves 8s.¢= 
tE  exp[ i (k , ,¢r2-o9t )]+c.c . ) .  The complex pa- S,C 

rameter of  nonlinearity is determined by this 
expression 

& = a + i a =  (0~2 +~2~)/vP2~, (2) 

where Gii (o9) = 0 0 (o9) + iB~j (o9), 0,j (o9) are related to 
the Einstein coefficient B~j(to) through the disper- 
sion ratios, P2~ is the probability of  spontaneous and 
nonradiative transition, v is the velocity of light in 
the medium. A spectroscopic model like this can be 
used to describe both atomic media and these with 
a complicated form of spectra that exhibit a Stokes 
shift of absorption and emission bands such as col- 
ored crystals or dye solutions [ 12 ]. 

The nonlinear polarization can be written as 

~NL =ZNL X°h°dtI 8.' -- (3 )  
2n( 1 +OtI) 

At coplanar FWM the vectors of all the dynamic 
gratings (DG)  induced in the medium can be ex- 
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pressed as a linear combination of only two DG with 
linearly independent vectors, for example, ~¢j~= 
k+ +ks and ~ , = k + - k s  as shown in fig. 1. To de- 
scribe the process of FWM taking into account the 
nonlinear absorption and effective energy pumping 
between the interacting waves, we have used expan- 
sion of the nonlinear susceptibility ZNL in series of 
the harmonics of these two DG, which, under the 
conditions of Bregg's reflection, has permitted writ- 
ing the following system of reduced wave equations 
[9]: 

0E_+ / 0rl = _ ( i27r09) /Cno)  (Zo.oE+_ 

+ )(._+ I._+ I E-T- + go._+ l E s x  + Z _+ l .oE~,s) ,  (4) 

OEs,c/ Orz = + ( i27ro~ / cno ) (Zo,= iE_+ 

+Z+_ I,oET +Zo,oEs,c +Z_+ I,-T- 1 Ec,s). (5) 

Here 

Z ..... =(4n2)-1 i i ,~NL(G,~v) 
- r g  - / r  

Xexp[i(m(~ +n~v) ] d~x d~y, 

G = I ~ I K ,  G=I~Iy. 

The Fourier-expansion components Z_+ i , _ +  l, /~+ l , ~  l 

are responsible, respectively, for the self-diffraction 
of the reference, the signal and the conjugate field. 
The components Zo._+ 1, Z_+ 1.o take into account the 
processes of  both self-diffraction and parametric dif- 
fraction, and 3(0.0 describes the amplitude absorption 
of interacting waves. 

¥ 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram ofcoplanar FWM. 

r~ 

3. Bifurcation and optical multistability 

For practically collinear FWM of the fields polar- 
ized in one plane the system of equations (4), (5) 
can be represented as 

OE+,c iOgXo [ a 
0x -T- c L~E+'c 

& i E+x+E~'+ exp(T- iG)dG 1 (6) 
- not Ao( 1 +Ao - J +  + J _  ) ' 

- - T t  

0E_,s _ + iwxo [ a E 
0x  - c ~ - , s  

tree Ao( 1 +Ao +J+  - J _  ) ' 
- - / t  

where 

Ao = [ 1 +2 ( J+  + J _  ) + ( J +  - J _  )2] 1/2, 

J_+ =_alE_+ +Ec,s exp(-Y-iG)12, 

_a=cno6~/8n. 

In the case of orthogonally polarized reference E_+ 
and signal Es,¢ fields (FWM in the absence of  small- 
scale gratings) the system of equations is simplified 

0E+x0x -+ -  i°gx° [d~"-~ aAI E+ c c  

- 2~(E+x IEs'-I +All2+Es'-Ec'+E*-'s)]+odz , (8) 

0E_,s0x - +- i°gx° [ & - ~  aAI E -  s c  

2c~(E_ s IE¢,+ I2 + Es _Ec +E*+ ~)l  
- - ' [ ~ A - - ~  " ' _], (9) 

where 

I== 
./ 

AI [ (1 + o t I ~ ) 2 - 4 0 t  2 • • 2 1/2 = _ IE+Es +E_Ec l  ] 

A similar system of equations for the two-level model 
of a medium with coinciding absorption and emis- 
sion lines which takes into account only small-scale 
gratings was considered in ref. [ 13 ]. But multista- 
bility was not studied in that paper. 

Numerical analysis of the systems of equations (6), 
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(7) and (8),  (9) has made it possible to study the 
FWM process taking into account the changes of all 
interacting waves in the nonlinear medium volume 
and to determine the conditions imposed on the light 
fields and parameters of the nonlinear layer under 
which resonatorless OM manifests itself. The mul- 
tistability regime is due to the predominating con- 
tribution of the phase dynamic gratings and it can be 
realized by detuning the frequency of interacting 
waves in both directions from the absorption band 
centre at coinciding absorption and emission lines 
and towards the short-wave region at Stokes shift of 
the bands [l 4 ]. For media with the Lorentz shape 
of the line detuning by at least ~ 3.5 halfwidth is re- 
quired whereas for gaussian-profile approximated 
spectra detuning by ~ 1.4 halfwidth is sufficient. At 
the same time the optical density of the medium must 
be higher than the critical value determined as a lin- 
ear approximation by signal fields [ 11 ]. 

The main features of OM at FWM illustrated in 
figs. 2, 3, 4 for orthogonally polarized fields E + _ ,  
Es.c hold for interacting waves polarized in one plane 
(fig. 5). 

The picture of FWM as a nonlinear process can be 
traced in fig. 2 which shows the reflection coefficient 
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Fig. 2. The reflection coefficient R versus the integrated intensity 
of reference waves 2odo and optical density of the nonlinear me- 
dium KoL. 
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Fig. 3. The distribution of the amplitudes and phase mismatch of 
interacting waves in the nonlinear medium volume. 

of the phase-conjugate wave R= IEc(O)/Es(O)l 2, 
(Ec(L) =0 )  versus the integrated intensity of the 
reference waves 2alo, (I+ (0) = I_  (L) =I0 
=cnolEol 2/8•) incident on the nonlinear cell and 
the optical density of the medium KoL, (Ko= 209Xo/ 
c). It has been calculated for radiation frequency de- 
tuning by r/= (09-09~2)/A=2 from the centre 09,2 of 
the gaussian line of the absorption band with half- 
width A, for a Stokes shift ~= (092,-0912)/A= - 1 . 6  
(o92 ~ is the centre of the line of the emission band) 
and a signal intensity to pump intensity ratio at the 
input I~o/Io = 1 0-2. At small optical densities the sys- 
tem of equations (8),  (9) or (6),  (7) has a unique 
solution (indicated by a vertical line (a) ) .  With in- 
creasing KoL the FWM process can pass through the 
bifurcation point lying in the region of the resonant 
medium saturation intensity/sat = a -  i. Then the sys- 
tem will have three solutions (see, for example, b). 
The described behaviour is illustrated in the upper 
part of fig. 2 which shows the section of a three-di- 
mensional picture R(Io, KoL) by the plane 2C~Io= 1. 
Further increase in the optical density gradually 
transforms the bistable region and leads to the ap- 
pearance of  the following bifurcation. In this case the 
number of solutions to the system increases to five 
(c). 
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Individual stable states realized in the multistable 
regime of FWM differ as to the spatial distribution 
of the amplitudes and phases of  the interacting waves 
(curves l, 1', l",  3' ,  3", 5" of fig. 3). At the same 
time one of the pair of solutions similar in spatial 
distribution is unstable (curves 2 ' ,  2", 4" ). The cri- 
terion for stability of  obtained solutions was as- 
sumed to be their stability to variation of the bound- 
ary conditions of  the problem. The distributions of  
the amplitudes and the phase mismatch of interact- 
ing waves ~=~+  + ( 0 - ( 0 s - ~ c  in the nonlinear me- 
dium volume shown in fig. 3 correspond to the op- 
tical density KoL= 1 (a),  2 (b),  6 (c) and integrated 
intensity of  pump waves 2a lo=  1.5 (a, b),  7.5 (c) 
indicated by vertical lines in fig. 2. It is seen that with 
passing through the bifurcation point there remain 
solutions whose character of  spatial distribution is 
analogous to the distribution at FWM in the absence 
of the bistable regime (cf. curves l and 1 ', 1" ). After 
the second bifurcation the similarity of  spatial dis- 
tribution for solutions 3' and 3" remains. At the same 
time there appear new solutions (higher-order 
modes) (curve 3' after the first bifurcation and 5" 
after the second one). These solutions practically co- 
incide with those obtained for a given pump as a lin- 
ear approximation by signal fields [ 11 ]. Being in 
agreement with the least value of energetic efficiency 
of conjugate wave formation, they are characterized 
by a higher frequency of change of the signal and 
conjugate field amplitudes in the nonlinear medium 
volume which remain much smaller than the pump 
wave amplitudes. 

The hysteresis behaviour for the signal and con- 
jugate waves controlled by varying the input signal 
intensity manifest itself simultaneously with the hys- 
teresis for the pump fields whose loop has a reverse 
behaviour (fig. 4). So, with increasing input signal 
intensity, when the signal and conjugate wave am- 
plitudes transmitted through a nonlinear layer in- 
crease abruptly, the amplitudes of  the pump waves 
decrease. In this case, the FWM process changes to 
the regime of effective energy pumping of reference 
waves to signal ones. This regime is reversed at sig- 
nal intensities close to zero (fig. 4a). Under the con- 
ditions for the tristable regime of  FWM, successive 
transitions of  the system to two states with high ef- 
ficiency are possible (fig. 4b). 

An increase in the signal wave intensity at the in- 
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Fig. 4. The amplitudes of the conjugate [Ecl, the signal [Es[ and 
the reference waves I E+[at the output from the nonlinear me- 
dium as a function of the signal amplitude at the input IEsol at 
optical density of the nonlinear layer KoL=2 (a), 6 (b), lso/ 
lo= 10 -2, r/=2. 
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Fig. 5. The reflection coefficient R as a function of the integrated 
intensity of reference waves 2OLI o for FWM of fields polarized in 
one plane at ~=2, KoL= 1, I~o/lo= 10 .4 ( 1 ), 10 .2 (2), I (3). 

put to the nonlinear cell leads to the disappearance 
of the multistable regime. This situation is illus- 
trated in fig. 5 which shows the reflection coefficient 
versus the pump intensity at the input to the non- 
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linear medium for various ratios I,o/Io. It is seen that 
the bistable state of  the system occupies a limited re- 
gion which is the larger, the smaller the ratio of the 
signal intensity to the reference wave intensity at the 
input to the nonlinear medium. With increasing I,o/ 
Io this region reduces and at Iso/lo~-O.1 it disap- 
pears. The broken line indicates the dependence 
R(Io) calculated as a linear approximation by sig- 
nals with regard to the nonlinear absorption of all 
interacting waves. 
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